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1 Introducing Evolutionary Games and ESS

We now take all the theory we have been developing and extend it in such a
way as to provide a theoretical framework for exploring evolutionary questions
using mathematics. Some examples of evolutionary questions are, why is there
an even sex ratio among most vertebrates, and why do many animals forage
primarily at dusk and at dawn. The answer to these questions is because these
behaviors, even sex ratio and dusk/dawn foraging, correspond to evolutionarily
stable strategies (ESS). To get us started here is a general description an ESS
and an evolutionary game.

Consider a population. This population consists of critters that play games
with each other. Each critter has a strategy that they use when playing the
game. So there is some mixture of strategies being used within the population.
Now the outcome of the games that these critters play is linked, in some precise
way, to the fitness of the critters. Fitness is a critters ability to project its genes
into the future. It is assumed that the strategy a critter uses is correlated with
the critters genes, so strategies are heritable to some extent. Thus, the degree
of relative success of a strategy in the current generation of critters, will affect
the frequency with which that strategy is used in the subsequent generation. In
this context, an ESS is a mixture of strategies with the property that it does
not change from generation to generation and that if this mixture of strategies
is perturbed it will return to its original mixture within a few generations. To
summarize, an ESS is a strategy such that, if most members of a population
adopt it, there is no mutant strategy that would give higher reproductive fitness.
(Price and Maynard-Smith, 1973).

So an evolutionary game can be thought of as a population model with a
game embedded in it. There are many ways to set up a model of a population.
Sometimes the interactions between critters will be modeled explicitly by a game
and the population model will serves as a way of translating payoffs from a game
into fitness. In other models the game will arise from some interaction implicit
in the model. In either case we have an evolutionary game defined as follows.

definition 1. An evolutionary game is a two-player game that is symmetric
in both strategies and payoffs, and where the payoffs correspond to fitness as
derived from some population model.

Reminder: a game is symmetric if the players have the same strategy sets
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(symmetric in strategies) and if the payoff functions satisfy ∀(si, sj) ∈ S2 we
have π1(si, sj) = π2(sj , si)

The following is a simple example to keep in mind when thinking about
population models.

There are an infinite number of critters that reproduce asexually (offsprings
are identical to their parents). They have the following life cycle.

1. The critters are born.

2. They randomly pair up with each other and play a symmetric two-player
game.

3. Depending on the outcome of the game a critter has zero, one or two
babies. If they received a higher payoff than the critter they played against
they have two babies, if they received the same payoff as the critter they
played against, they have one baby and if they received a lower payoff the
have no babies.

4. Once the adult critters have had their babies they die. The baby critters
are born and the cycle repeats. The babies will use the same exact same
strategy as their parent.

In this model the genotypes (i.e. the set of genes) of the critters corresponds
to the possible strategies of the symmetric two-player game, and the correlation
between strategy and genotype is perfect.

2 Finding an ESS: Mutant Invasion Analysis

In evolutionary games we are interested in ESS and not Nash equilibria. Before
we can start looking for ESS we need to refine our definition of what an ESS is.
As we shall soon see there is an interesting relationship between NE and ESS.

The technique we use determine whether or not a strategy mix is evolu-
tionarily stable is called mutant invasion analysis. It consists of asking the
following question. Suppose that there is a resident population playing a mix-
ture of strategies. Can this resident population be invaded by a small group of
mutants playing a different strategy?

Given a population model, you will be able to come up with a symmetric
two-player game with payoffs given in terms of fitness. This game consists of a
single set of strategies S, since both players share the same strategy set, and a
single payoff function, π(p, q), which gives the fitness of a critter playing strategy
p when they play against critters playing strategy q. Often you will just be given
a symmetric two-player game and asked to find its ESS. In this case the work of
deriving an evolutionary game from a population model has been done for you.

We would like to find an ESS q∗ ∈ S. That is a strategy such that when the
whole population is playing q∗, if a small number of other critters playing any
different strategy, say p, were to appear in the population, the critters playing p
would eventually die out and once again the whole population would be playing
q∗. This will happen precisely when the fitness of the critters playing q∗ is
greater than the fitness of the critters playing p with equality only when p = q∗.
(Notation convention: p is typically the mutant strategy, and q is typically the
resident strategy.)
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Now the fitness of a critter depends on both their strategy, and the strategy
mix within the population. So suppose that when the mutants invade they
comprise some small fraction of the population, say ε. If we were to randomly
draw a critter from the population, with probability ε they would be playing
the mutant strategy p, and with probability 1 − ε they would be playing the
resident strategy q∗. Recall that critters within the population randomly pair
up to play the game, so we can apply the expected utility principle and get that:

Mutant Fitness = (1− ε)π(p, q) + (ε)π(p, p) (1)
Resident Fitness = (1− ε)π(q, q) + (ε)π(q, p) (2)

Now we make a simplifying assumption. We assume that ε is small enough
that we are justified in saying:

q∗is an ESS ⇐⇒ no mutant can invade (3)
⇐⇒ Mutant Fitness < Resident Fitness for all mutant types (4)
⇐⇒ ∀p ∈ Sandp 6= q, π(p, q∗) < π(q∗, q∗) (5)

or, (6)
π(p, q∗) = π(q∗, q∗)andπ(p, p) < π(q∗, p) (7)

The idea here is that since mutants are rare most games that a critter plays,
be that critter a mutant or a resident, will be with a resident, and so we need
only consider whether the mutant does better against residents than residents
do against residents. It is only if a mutant does as well as a resident against
residents that we need to consider how well a mutant does against mutants
versus how well a resident does against mutants.

Now we have the following precise definition of an ESS

definition 2. Given and evolutionary game with payoff function π and strategy
set S, q∗ is an ESS if and only if for all p ∈ S with p 6= q either of the following
holds.

1. π(p, q∗) < π(q∗, q∗)

2. π(p, q∗) = π(q∗, q∗) and π(p, p) < π(q∗, p)

The first condition should be familiar; it is the condition for a strict Nash
equilibrium. An alternative definition of ESS is that it is either a strict Nash
equilibrium or a non-strict Nash equilibrium strategy that satisfies the inequality
of condition two. Then an ESS is a refinement of the Nash equilibrium, and we
can say that all ESS are Nash equilibria but not all Nash equilibria are ESS.
The first step in finding all the ESS of an evolutionary game is to find all the
Nash equilibria. We now give a recipe for finding ESS.

2.1 Recipe: Finding an ESS

Given and evolutionary game with payoff function π and strategy set S, we
want to find q∗ ∈ S satisfying π(p, q∗) < π(q∗, q∗), or π(p, q∗) = π(q∗, q∗) and
π(p, p) < π(q∗, p). Using all our previously developed techniques, find all the
Nash equilibria of the evolutionary game (don’t forget mixed strategy Nash
equilibria). Only the symmetric Nash equilibria are candidates for ESS. Next
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determine if these symmetric Nash equilibria are strict. If they are strict then
you’ve found an ESS, if they are not strict check that the inequality π(p, p) <
π(q∗, p) holds for all p ∈ S such that π(p, q∗) = π(q∗, q∗) and p 6= q. If this
inequality holds than the non strict Nash equilibiria correspond to an ESS as
well. These are all the ESS of a given evolutionary game.

3 Comparing Classic and Evolutionary Game
Theory

Here are two interesting ideas to keep in mind as when working with evolutionary
game theory as opposed to classic game theory. The first has to do with the
rationality assumption, the second with the interpretation of mixed strategies.

It has been said that game theory works better in biology than in economics.
This statement is primarily a reference to the awkwardness of the rationality
assumption in classic game theory and how this assumption ceases to be an
issue in the evolutionary biological setting. Before, we had to assume that the
players of games were rational and had full knowledge of the game that they
were playing in order to develop our theory. This assumption is somewhat
problematic if we want to use game theory to model the behavior of things
other than conscious decision makers. Even the definition of rational, as one
that maximizes expected payoff, runs into problems since the payoff functions
of rational decision makers are often difficult to express. As an exercise you
might try to write out your payoff function and strategy set for all the things
you could do with the next five minutes of your life, and then try again only for
the next five years of your life, just spend a minute on it and you will begin to
understand the problems hidden away by the definition of rational as one who
maximizes expected payoff.

With the introduction of evolutionary games this rationality assumption can
be relaxed. Now natural selection takes the role of rational decision-making. In
an evolutionary game, players dont decide anything. If a strategy works there
will be more of that strategy in the future and if a strategy doesnt work there will
be less of that strategy in the future. Since the players arent making decisions,
they dont need to have any information about the game. So the assumptions
about rationality and total information can be discarded, note however that
they are replaced by another assumption. This assumption is that mutation
occurs. The idea being that through some unspecified mutation process all
possible strategies will eventually be tried.

This assumption about the ability of mutation to incarnate a huge variety of
strategies is the basis of an abstract, but often fruitful, line of inquiry of theo-
retical biologists. Instead of just building models to explain observed behaviors,
models are also built to explain why certain behaviors are not observed. Some-
times these models conclude that indeed we should not expect to observe these
as yet unobserved behaviors, but other times the models predict in precisely
which ecological circumstances these as yet unobserved behaviors should be ob-
served, and then researchers actually go out and discover these “new” behaviors
predicted by models.

We have not explicitly mentioned mixed strategies yet, and the role they
play in evolutionary games, although we have implicitly mentioned them when
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referring to a mixture of strategies within a population. Now is the time
to be explicit. If the ESS found for an evolutionary game corresponds to a
pure strategy Nash equilibrium (q∗, q∗), then the interpretation is clear. Ev-
ery critter in the population is playing the pure strategy q∗. If the ESS found
for an evolutionary game corresponds to a mixed strategy Nash equilibrium,
(σ∗, σ∗) = p1s1, p2s2, . . . , pnsn, then the interpretation is ambiguous. One in-
terpretation is that each of the critters is playing the mixed strategy σ∗,The
other interpretation is that different segments of the population are playing
different pure strategies, where pi is the proportion of the population playing
strategy si.

4 Evolutionary Stable Strategies versus Evolu-
tionary Stable Population State

When studying evolutionary dynamics, we need to know whether the players
can play mixed strategies. For instance, if you work on simple organisms as
bacteria, you might want to assume that players only play pure strategies. On
the contrary, if you work with monkeys or firms, mixed strategies might often
be more realistic. How does this assumption affect the analysis.

If the players can play mixed strategies, we assume the resident population
is monomorphic (everyone plays the same mixed strategy, say σ). To check
the evolutionary stability, you have to challenge this resident strategy with a
mutant who plays another mixed strategy, say τ . It is usually assumed that
the pure strategies with positive probability in the mutant mixed strategy τ
are the same as the the pure strategies with positive probability in the resident
mixed strategy σ, or that τ can have at most one pure strategy with positive
probability that had zero probability in σ. The idea is that mutations are small
and so a mutant is similar to the resident and cannot innovate too much by
playing utilizing many pure strategies which the resident does not play.

If the players can only play pure strategies, we assume the resident popula-
tion is polymorphic. This means that this resident is described by a population
state σ, which gives you the proportion of individuals of the population that play
a given strategy. This σ is very close to the σ of the monomorphic case. The
main difference is that mutants can only play a pure strategy. This simplifies
the analysis because you only have to challenge the resident population σ with
a single pure strategy, say s. We will assume that a monomorphic population
can only be challenged by one particular mutant at a time (unless it is explicitly
stated in the text that different mutants are trying to invade at the same time).
Finally, note that in this case, what you find eventually is an evolutionary stable
(or unstable) population state (ESPS).

The following table summarizes the differences between the monomorphic
and the polymorphic approaches.
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monomorphic polymorphic

Players in the resident population have
the same mixed strategy.

Players in the resident populaiton have
different pure strategies.

Can a resident mixed strategy σ resist
invasion?

Can a population state σ resist inva-
sion?

Mutants play a mixed strategy τ . Mutants play a pure strategy s.

A resident population that cannot be
invaded is an ESS.

A resident population that cannot be
invaded is an ESPS.

Players have complex behaviour like hu-
mans or firms.

Players have restricted behaviour like
bateria and viruses.

The evolutionary stability conditions are the same!
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